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Abstract

Background: Two-dimensional electrophoresis (2DE) is one of the most widely applied techniques in comparative
proteomics. The basic task of 2DE is to identify differential protein expression by quantitative analysis of 2DE
images. To reduce the errors of spot quantification in 2DE images, a novel brightness correction method based on
gradient interval histogram (GIH) is proposed in this paper.

Results: First, GIH equalization is proposed to enhance the protein spot edges, especially the weak protein spots in
the 2DE image. Second, to eliminate the overall brightness shift, GIH matching is applied to the 2DE images that
need to be compared. Finally, the proposed method is verified by subjective quality evaluation and quantitative
analysis of protein spots in real 2DE images.

Conclusions: The experimental results show that the average error of the quantification of corresponding protein
spots in the resulting image pairs is less than 3%, which is significantly superior to that of the existing methods.
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Background
Two-dimensional electrophoresis (2DE) is one of the
commonly used techniques for proteomics research [1–7].
The aim of 2DE image analysis is to identify differential
protein expression, which is the basis for disease diagnosis
and drug development. The identification accuracy relies
on the spot quantification [8]. Due to the influence of
complex electrophoresis experiments and image acquisi-
tion, a large number of low-abundance proteins are pre-
sented as weak spots that are difficult to detect. Moreover,
among different 2DE images, there are usually overall
shifts in brightness that add error of spot quantification.
Therefore, brightness correction is a necessary preprocess-
ing step in 2DE image analysis [9].

Researchers have proposed a variety of methods for 2DE
image brightness correction [9–15]. In 2006, Kazhiyur-
Mannar et al. [10] used contour wavelet filtering to allevi-
ate the influence of inconsistent background brightness.
For the time-frequency domain filtering method, adjusting
parameters for different 2DE images is a complex task,
and the computation is intensive. Hence, this method is
still in the theoretical research stage. In 2007, Seller et al.
[11] analyzed the effects of light and cameras on 2DE im-
ages. In 2008, Rye et al. [12] proposed to reduce noise and
background inconsistency with image morphology, and
the key aspect of the method was to choose an appropriate
structural element. In 2016, Wu et al. [13] proposed a
method of modeling brightness inhomogeneity by using
polynomial fitting of slowly varying gradients and suc-
ceeded in removing some background intensities and
weak protein spots simultaneously. Specific correction
methods in other domains, such as those proposed in the
references [14–16], are applicable to images with certain
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characteristics but are not ideal for 2DE images. In
addition, as conventional enhancement methods, histogram
equalization (HE) and contrast limited adaptive histogram
equalization (CLAHE) involve over-enhancement [17].
The two goals of 2DE image brightness correction are

as follows. The first is to reduce the miss rate of detec-
tion by enhancing the weak protein spots. The second is
to reduce the error of spot quantification by adjusting
the 2DE images to a similar average brightness.
The basic principle of HE is to generate a gray-level

mapping curve according to the probability distribution
of pixel brightness. The contrast gain is proportional to
the height of the gray-level histogram. In 2DE images,
the bright pixels in the background constitute the major-
ity, and the dark pixels of distinct protein spots also ac-
count for a large proportion. Hence, large peaks in the
histogram of a 2DE image can be caused by uninterest-
ing areas (especially background and over-saturated pro-
tein spots). In this case, the enhancement gain of the
background and over-saturated protein spots is excessive
large, which is called as over-enhancement. In addition,
the histogram reaches a minimum at the gray level of
weak spots. Hence, the contrast gain of weak spots is the
least. Therefore, the conventional HE method cannot
satisfy the above two goals of brightness correction.
To avoid over-enhancement, CLAHE limits the local

height of the histogram by cutting and redistributing the
peaks of the gray histogram that exceed the given
threshold. This method has achieved good application
results in some fields [10, 11]. However, the clipped
histogram peaks are redistributed by average to the
whole grayscale, the histogram height of the weak pro-
tein spots increases very little, and the contrast gain of
the weak protein spots remains small. Hence, CLAHE is
also incapable of achieving the two goals of 2DE image
brightness correction.
Therefore, a 2DE image brightness correction method

based on the gradient interval histogram (GIH) is pro-
posed in this paper. First, the GIH equalization (GIHE)

algorithm is proposed to enhance the brightness of weak
protein spots in reference 2DE images, and the overall
brightness of the test images is adjusted by the GIH
match (GIHM) method to reduce error of spot quantifi-
cation, thus improving the identification accuracy of
differential protein expression.

Results
To verify the effectiveness and superiority of the pro-
posed algorithm, we implemented the algorithm with
C++ programming and tested real 2DE images. The
tested 2DE images consist of real scanned 2DE images
from our laboratory and the PDQuest test 2DE image
database. Furthermore, the proposed method is com-
pared with the morphological top-hat transformation
method [8], 2D polynomial fit method [13], multi-scale
retinex method [16] and CLAHE method [17].

Experiments on the enhancement of weak protein spots
based on GIHE
Figure 1 shows the enhancement results of weak protein
spots in a real 2DE image collected by our research
group. Figure 1(a) shows the original real 2DE image
from our laboratory. The background of the reference
image is dark due to the residual gel stain, and there are
a large number of weak protein spots in the upper and
middle areas of the image. Figure 1(b-d) shows the re-
sults of image enhancement using traditional HE,
CLAHE with a clipping coefficient of 0.01, and GIHE
brightness correction methods. Figure 2 is the enlarged
image block in Fig. 1.
Figures 1(b-d) and 2(b-d) show the following differ-

ences. The traditional HE method involves background
over-enhancement, which means that the resulting
image appears exceedingly dark overall. The contrast be-
tween the protein spots and the background decreases,
which degrades the detection and quantitative analysis of
protein spots. The CLAHE method with the optimal clip-
ping factor still involves background over-enhancement.

Fig. 1 Brightness correction results of a real 2DE image
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The proposed GIHE method enhanced the contrast of
weak protein spots against the background.
To evaluate the enhancement of weak protein spots,

we calculated the average gradients of the center and the
contour of each weak spot. The spot center was detected
with h-dome transformation, and the spot contour was
detected with mark-controlled watershed transform. The
spot centers and contours are shown in Fig. 3. The weak
spots are those with large average gray values and small
contrast to the background. In the image of Fig. 1(a), 51
weak spots with average gray values greater than 90 are
detected.
The first goal of brightness correction is to reduce the

miss rate of detection by enhancing the weak protein
spots. Spot detection based on the h-dome transform-
ation depends on the gray value difference between the
spot center and background. The gray value difference
of the spot can be defined as:

d kð Þ ¼ 1
M

XM
m¼1

f km−
1
N

XN
n¼1

f kn; ð1Þ

where k is the spot index number, M is the number of
pixels in the spot center, N is the number of pixels in

the local background, and f is the gray value of the
pixels. The gray value differences of the weak spots in
the images of Fig. 1(a-d) are shown in Fig. 4.
We can see from Fig. 4 that the HE, CLAHE and

GIHE methods all enhanced the gray value differences
of weak spots, and the enhancement in the GIHE result
image is the largest. Hence, the number of undetected
weak spots is reduced. Based on the mark-controlled
watershed transform, 553, 564, 569 and 575 protein
spots were detected in the images shown in Fig. 1(a-d).
The segmentation results are locally shown in Fig. 5.
The effect of brightness correction depends on the

gray histogram characteristics. Figure 6(a) shows the
PDF of the image in Fig. 1(a). The red, blue and black
curves represent the PDFs of HE, CLAHE and the pro-
posed GIHE method, respectively. The PDF of the GIHE
method in Fig. 6(a) can be calculated by Eq. (6). Com-
pared to that obtained by HE and CLAHE, the bright-
ness of the result image obtained by the proposed
method remains very balanced.
The gray-level mapping function in Eq. (8) is visual-

ized in Fig. 6(b) with the x-axis representing the original
gray levels and the y-axis representing the new gray
levels. The baseline represents the function y = x, of

Fig. 2 Enlarged image blocks in Fig. 1

Fig. 3 Detection of the spots
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which the slope equals 1. From Eq. (8), we know that the
slope of the mapping function at the input gray-level k is:

slope kð Þ ¼ 255� c kð Þ−255� c k−1ð Þ
k− k−1ð Þ ¼ 255� p kð Þ

ð2Þ
The output gray levels are less than the input gray

levels if the curve of the mapping function is below the
baseline. From Fig. 6(b), we see that after correction by
the proposed GIHE algorithm, the gray levels between 0
and 153 decrease, and the gray levels between 153 and
255 increase.
The contrast of the pixels with gray-level k is stretched

when slope(k) > 1, which is equivalent to pðkÞ > 1
255 ac-

cording to Eq. (2). According to the PDF of GIHE, as
shown in Fig. 6(a), the gray levels between 86 and 197
satisfy the inequality of pðkÞ > 1

255.
In the 2DE image in Fig. 1(a), most of the weak pro-

tein spots are distributed in the gray-level interval (86,
197), of which the contrast is greatly enhanced. Where
are the pixels in the gray-level interval (86,197) located?
The two-dimensional PDF matrix, of which each elem-
ent is the gray-level probability density of each pixel, is
visualized as a heat map. The heat maps in Fig. 7 display
the distributions of contrast enhancement of the images
in Fig. 1. The uppermost color in the color bar repre-
sents greater enhancement. Figure 8 is the enlarged
display of the image blocks in Fig. 7.
As shown in Fig. 8, HE over-enhances the back-

ground and the interior of distinct protein spots.
CLAHE enhances the weak protein spots better, and
the background remains over-enhanced. GIHE accur-
ately enhances the edge pixels of both weak and dis-
tinct protein spots.

Experiments of 2DE image overall brightness correction
based on GIHM
The aim of the GIHM method is to eliminate the
overall brightness difference between intra-group 2DE
images. To verify the effectiveness of this method, ex-
periments were carried out to correct the brightness
of multiple 2DE image pairs to be matched. In Fig. 9,
the left two columns are the original 2DE images,
and the right two columns are the resulting 2DE im-
ages. The images in the upper two rows are from our
laboratory, and the images in the lower two rows are
from PDQuest test image set.
As shown in Figs. 9 and 10, there is a great differ-

ence between the overall brightness of the original
2DE image pairs, and a large number of small protein
spots with low intensities are found in each image.
After correction, the 2DE image pairs show basically
the same overall brightness, and the contrast of the
weak protein spots is significantly enhanced in each
image.
Figure 10 shows the results of the overall brightness

offset correction for the same 2DE image pair after
different methods were used. Figure 10(a) is the ori-
ginal 2DE image pair to be matched, which has a
large difference in overall brightness. Figure 10(b)
shows the brightness correction results of the top-hat
transformation. The image brightness was corrected
by reducing the image background with an appropri-
ate structural element. Figure 10(c) shows the results
of the CLAHE brightness correction. Figure 10(d)
shows the brightness correction results of the pro-
posed GIHM method. The comparison of the results
shows that the proposed method performs more ac-
curately in brightness correction and needs no input
parameters.

Fig. 4 Gray value difference of the weak spots in the 2DE image
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The aim of brightness correction of 2DE images is to
achieve more accurate spot quantification. Common
methods for spot quantification are area-based ap-
proaches and 2D Gaussian function fitting-based ap-
proaches. The two classes of methods have their own
advantages, e.g., the compound 2D Gaussian fitting algo-
rithm [18] is the most accurate method for overlapped
spots. Figure 11 shows the spot quantification with 2D
Gaussian fitting; only seven parameters were needed to
describe a spot. This is significant for compressing gel
data to build a gel database. However, for weak spots,
the model parameters are sensitive to the pixel samples
involved in fitting, and the relationship between the pa-
rameters of the 2D Gaussian function and the spot
brightness is indirect.
For independently analyzing how the pixel intensities

are influenced by the brightness correction methods, the
area-based method is a more suitable quantification

method. Spot volume is the most applied area-based
measure and is defined as the sum of pixel intensities
within a spot area. The spot quantification depends on
the area and the pixel intensities:

volume ¼
XN
i¼1

intesityi ¼ N � 1
N

XN
i¼1

intesityi ¼ area� intensity

ð3Þ

where area is the number of pixels N within the spot
and intensity is the average intensity of the spot pixels.
The corresponding protein spots (CPS) that represent

identical proteins in different 2D images are assumed to
have the same volume. In fact, different segmentation
methods result in different spot boundaries and areas in
2DE images. In this paper, we assume that the areas of
the CPS are the same and focus on the intensity factor

Fig. 5 Segmentation results of protein spots in the images in Fig. 1

Fig. 6 PDF and gray-level mapping function of different algorithms
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of spot quantification. Hence, intensity (the average in-
tensity of a spot) is used to indicate the quantification.
The intensity ranges of the result images are different.

For example, in Fig. 10(c) and (f), the images are first
normalized with the image mean and variance:

G
0
i; jð Þ ¼ M0 þ G i; jð Þ−Mð Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
V 0

V

r
ð4Þ

where both M0 and V0 are constants equal to 127

for each image, M ¼ 1
H�W

PH
i¼1

PW
j¼1

Gði; jÞ and V ¼ 1
H�WPH

i¼1

PW
j¼1

½Gði; jÞ−M�2 . Then, the quantification error of

the kth CPS in the reference and test images is:

Dk ¼
QA;k−QB;k

QA;k þ QB;k
.
2

� 100% ð5Þ

where QA, k is the average intensity of the kth protein
spot in image A and QB, k is the average intensity of the
corresponding CPS in image B.
A total of 578 CPS pairs were detected with mark-

controlled watershed transform and manual confirm-
ation in the six image pairs in Fig. 10. The errors of the

578 CPS quantification were calculated according to Eq.
(4) and are shown in Fig. 12. The horizontal axis is the
kth CPS pair with the order of quantitative difference
descending. The vertical axis is the quantitative differ-
ence Dk of the kth CPS pair.
As seen in Fig. 12, the error of the CPS quantification

in the original 2DE image pair is the largest. The top-hat
transform corrected image is slightly improved on the
whole, and even part of the CPS errors increases. The
polynomial fit and CLAHE methods further reduced the
error. The proposed GIHM method achieved the least
error.
The average error of the CPS quantification of each

method in Fig. 10 is shown in the first row of Table 1.
In addition, according to Eq. (5), the quantification
experiments were performed on the brightness correc-
tion results of multiple sets of 2DE images. The stat-
istical results are shown in the other rows in Table 1,
where the number of CPS in the 2DE images was ob-
tained based on automatic software detection and
manual confirmation.
As shown in Fig. 12 and Table 1, the error of CPS

quantification in the original 2DE image pair is relatively
large. The top-hat, polynomial fit and CLAHE methods

Fig. 7 Distribution of contrast enhancement of different algorithms

Fig. 8 Enlarged image blocks in Fig. 7
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reduced the average errors of CPS quantification to a cer-
tain extent. The multi-scale retinex method performed
similarly on the average error of CPS quantification, while
the 2DE images after retinex correction showed less con-
trast. The average error of CPS quantification was reduced
to less than 3% in the images after brightness correction
by the proposed algorithm, which significantly reduced
the error of spot quantification in 2DE images.

Discussions
In this study, we validated GIHE as a method for single
2DE image brightness correction. GIHE accurately en-
hances the edge pixels of both weak and distinct protein
spots by adaptively modify the image histogram, thereby
improving the detection rate of weak spots. The key
limitation of the analysis is that we have no ground truth
regarding how many protein spots there are in the
image. The comparison is based on the manual con-
firmed spots. GIHE is specially designed for 2DE images
and thereby performs better than the methods of HE
and CLAHE in enhancing protein spots. For general
image enhancement, GIHE is probably not as good as
CLAHE. In addition, we validated GIHM as a method

for multiple 2DE images brightness correction. The errors
of the CPS quantification of the resulting image pairs by
GIHM are the least. The fundamental reason for the su-
perior performance of GIHM is that the 2DE image pairs
have approximately the same intensity distributions.

Conclusions
A novel image brightness correction method based on
GIH is proposed in this paper. GIHE effectively en-
hances the weak protein spots and avoids over-
enhancement of the background in 2DE images. GIHM
significantly improves the average error of CPS quanti-
fication in 2DE image pairs. Both GIHE and GIHM re-
quire no input parameters, thus the proposed method
is convenient for practical application.

Methods
GIHE-based enhancement of weak protein spots
To achieve the abovementioned two goals of 2DE image
brightness correction, we propose a brand new method
based on GIH. According to the statistical characteristics
of 2DE images, in which the brightness of the back-
ground changes slowly and the brightness of the edge of

Fig. 9 Brightness correction results of real 2DE image pairs with the proposed method
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the protein spots changes quickly, the gradient informa-
tion of pixels within 8-neighborhood is used to adap-
tively modify the image histogram. By adaptively
increasing the probability density of the pixels of weak
protein spots, these spots can be effectively enhanced.

The detailed description of the proposed GIHE method
is as follows.
Step 1: Calculate the GIH. For 2DE images with 256

gray levels, the histogram is initialized as a one-
dimensional zero array with N = 256. Let T(x, y) denote

Fig. 10 Global brightness shift correction results of the same 2DE image obtained with different methods

Fig. 11 Spot quantification with 2D Gaussian fitting
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any pixel in row y and column x of image T; kmax and
kmin denote the maximal and minimal gray values in the
8-neighborhood respectively. Then, the elements of the
histogram with subscripts between kmax and kmin are
added by 1, that is:

gih kð Þ ¼ gih kð Þ þ 1; 0≤kmin≤k≤kmax≤255 ð6Þ

Step 2: Calculate the probability density function (PDF):

p kð Þ ¼ gih kð Þ
X255
i¼0

gih ið Þ
; ð7Þ

Step 3: Calculate the cumulative distribution
function (CDF):

c kð Þ ¼
Xk
i¼0

p ið Þ; ð8Þ

Step 4: Map the gray-level k to a new assigned gray-
level kout according to the CDF:

kout ¼ F kð Þ ¼ 255� c kð Þ ð9Þ

Map any pixel T(x, y) using Eq. (9) to generate a result
image pixel J(x, y):

J x; yð Þ ¼ 255� ðc T x; yð Þð Þ ð10Þ

The key point of the algorithm is based on the GIH of
the pixels, which can adaptively increase the probability
densities of the pixels with high gradients in the protein
spot areas.

GIHM-based overall brightness correction of different 2DE
images
Intra-group 2DE images mainly consist of CPS and dif-
ferent kinds of interference. There are spots indicate dif-
ferential protein expression in inter-group 2DE images.
Theoretically, the pixels of CPS have the same bright-
ness distribution. In practice, pixel brightness deviation
is usually caused by the overall brightness difference,
which seriously affects the quantitative analysis of pro-
tein spots. In this paper, we use the GIHM method to
correct the brightness of different 2DE images.

Fig. 12 Error of CPS quantification

Table 1 The average errors of CPS quantification

Experiment
number

CPS number Original
image pair

Top-hat
corrected
image pair

Retinex corrected
image pair

Polynomial
corrected
image pair

CLAHE corrected
image pair

GIHM corrected
image pair

1 578 12.986% 6.758% 3.020% 4.579% 3.480% 2.334%

2 1074 11.367% 6.548% 2.518% 4.154% 5.102% 2.039%

3 407 6.117% 2.640% 1.924% 5.061% 3.321% 2.159%

4 813 9.743% 4.092% 2.057% 3.305% 3.771% 2.625%

5 792 9.058% 4.732% 2.730% 3.966% 2.493% 1.706%
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Let u denotes the continuous gray value in the images
I and J, pI(u) and pJ(u) denote the PDF of images I and J,
respectively. Then, the CDF of image I is:

CDFI vð Þ ¼ f vð Þ ¼
Z v

0
pI uð Þdu; ð11Þ

The CDF of image J is:

CDF J wð Þ ¼ g wð Þ ¼
Z w

0
pJ uð Þdu; ð12Þ

Let G denotes the resulting image of J. In order to
make the images G and I have the same intensity dis-
tributions, we only need to make their CDF be the
same:

CDFG vð Þ ¼ CDFI vð Þ ð13Þ
CDF is a monotonically increasing function with a

value range of 0 to 1. Given that the gray value w in
image J is mapped into the gray value v in the resulting
image G, CDFG(v) =CDFJ(w) needs to be satisfied. This
equation is equivalent to f(v) = g(w). Hence the gray
value map function is:

v ¼ f −1 g wð Þð Þ ð14Þ
For digital images with discrete gray levels, it is

impossible to guarantee that f(v) = g(w) could be
established. Therefore, the mapping method is imple-
mented by using the smallest absolute difference as
follows.
Step 1: The CDF of the reference 2DE image I is calcu-

lated by the discrete form of Eq. (11):

CI kð Þ ¼
Xk
i¼0

pI ið Þ ð15Þ

Step 2: The CDF of the test 2DE image J to be cor-
rected is calculated:

C J kð Þ ¼
Xk
i¼0

pJ ið Þ ð16Þ

Step 3: For each element in CI, find an element in CJ

to minimize the distance between them:

arg
n

min j CI mð Þ−C J nð Þ j ð17Þ

Since both CI and CJ are monotonically increasing se-
quences, the gray-level mapping is obtained by the above
operations, thus ensuring that the relative gray values of
the pixels remain unchanged.
For a reference 2DE image R and a test image T to be

matched, the process of brightness correction is shown
in Fig. 13.

In Fig. 13, I is the resulting image of reference image R
by GIHE, J is the resulting image of test image T by
GIHE, CI and CJ represent the cumulative density of
images I and J, respectively. The gray-level m in image J
is mapped into a new value n in the resulting image G
by Eq. (17). The two output images I and G have similar
brightness distributions.
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